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HISTORY OF 1923 STYLE YANKEE STADIUM WOODEN SEATS 
 

When Yankee Stadium closed its doors after the 1973 season for a much needed stadium 
renovation, the majority of the contents of the old ballpark were removed, including all the 

seating.  Some of this seating was fiberglass bleacher boards.  Some were newer model “curved 
backed” wooden seats, and some of seating were the original 1923 model chairs.  A couple 

different promotions were held in the Spring of 1974, offering these seats to the public.  
Thousands of seats were purchased by both Yankees & baseball fans during this period.   

 

The 1923 model seats, also referred to as “straight back” Yankee Stadium seats, were composed 
of three flat wooden back slats, which were custom cut and installed by carpenters right on site.     
The seat bottoms were composed of six narrower and shorter flat boards.  A set of metal ‘jaws’ 

called “runners” bookended the seat bottom slats on both sides.  All the wooden seat boards 
were attached to the metal frames by slotted brass wood screws.  The metal arm/leg sections of 

these seats, called stanchions, held the three back slats in place, as well as the seat bottom.                
The seat bottom pivoted up and down via a clever interlocking nipple and oval ring design. 

 

In 1923, these seats were painted dark green.  Years later, they were repainted a more vibrant 
avocado or sea foam green color.  Seat numbers were applied dead center on the top back slat of 
each seat in the long connected rows in black paint & in fancy font.  In 1966, these seats received 
their final paint color, “Yankee Blue” or royal blue.  The seat numbers were applied using a less 

fancy font this time, but black was chosen again for the number’s color.   
 

The seat model used in 1923 was not exclusive to Yankee Stadium.  It was used in other 
ballparks of that era, including Fenway Park and Cleveland Stadium.  By the late 1930s, this   

seat model was replaced by a more comfortable & wider seat style referred to as “curved backs”.  
Thus, this model chair was only around for about a decade or so before fading into obscurity. 

 

Each and every seat purchased by Original Grain from my company is guaranteed to be an 
original 1923 model seat from Old Yankee Stadium (1923-1973).  Each seat was in the same 
condition as it was in 1973.  Every layer of paint on these seats was applied when these seats 

were still in the old ballpark.  To say it another way, none of these seats had been repainted or 
restored.  All were legally acquired over the span of many, many years by me, as I have been 

involved with collecting stadium seats for over 25+ years.  Their original Yankee Stadium 
“DNA” was still intact on each and every board of each & every seat.  The layers of paint 
described above were all present, all in the correct shades of color and all in the correct 

chronological order.  The seat numbers on each seat’s top slats were positioned correctly,     
were all in the correct font and size, and were all in the correct color.  If you shine a bright light 

around the seat number area, you can usually make out the outline of the older, fancier seat 
number font from the avocado/sea foam color days.  The wooden parts on each seat exhibited 
‘wear and tear’ from their decades of ‘game use’ in The Bronx.  If these seats had been stripped 
and restored, their Yankee Stadium “DNA” would have been destroyed, making authenticating 
them impossible.  But by purchasing only seats in all original, un-restored condition, Original 
Grain has left no doubt in anyone’s mind as to the provenance of these Yankee Stadium relics, 
and therefore, no doubt about the authenticity of each and every Yankee Stadium watch being 
offered in their Reclaimed Series release.  It was my absolute pleasure to work with them on 

this project & I look forward to working with them again in the near future!   
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